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Place one plastic bag on a metal bench and cover with a sheet of baking paper and 

iron. The front and back of the plastic bag fuse together. Iron both sides and add 

another bag and then iron again on both sides. Keep adding bags until the desired 

thickness is reached. 

The random adhesion of two or sheets together from the heat of the iron causes a 

rigidity that can resist stretching and increase the strength enough to support a 

weight load comparable to some products often found in industrial countries. 

 



 

  

Further enhancement of the product can be achieved with quenching (rapid cooling) 

just spray the hot product with cool water stiffens the product or reduces the 

elongation while hammering the product strengthens it. 

Strength testing 
 

I did some testing of samples: 

7 samples were 8 layers thick and we tested several different methods  

Inline with the manufacturing extrusion 

Across the manufacturing extrusion 

Circular motion 

Quenching 

Hammering 

Cross layering 

I found the following: 



 Ironing inline with extrusion or way the bags come through the rollers seems 

to increase the elongation (more ductile). 

 Cross Layering improves strength as does hammering (compression 

hardening). 

 Hammering is strengthening the material but reducing the elongation. 

 Quenching is reducing the elongation, making it stiffer. 

 For some samples we did two strength tests, one on faster speed than the 

other, and found the slower increased produced slightly higher 

strengths.Tthere could be some strain hardening happening as the plastic is 

being stretched.  

 Doubling the thickness is more than doubling the strength.  

 

 

Plastic bags are made of polyethylene which is a thermoplastic plastic meaning it 

can be heated, reshaped and cooled.  

Some samples were made up to test the yield strength, tensile strength and 

elongation of various processes to ascertain which methods of processing the plastic 

bags would be best for the products’ performance.  

When a force is applied to the plastic sample, the yield strength is the force the 

material can with stand until at which point it would no longer return to its original 

shape. The tensile strength is the maximum force it can with stand before fracture. 

The elongation is the per cent by which the sample will stretch from its original 

length. All three properties might be important when considering the product for use, 

such as loads capable of holding up on a roof or floor, if strapping was to be used to 

hold a load above ground or a tarp was being pulled on. 

 



The 9 samples ready for testing

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fused Plastic (8 

layers) 

Yield Strength 

(MPa) 

Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(%) 

Inline with extrusion 8.6 / 10.2^ 14.3 / 15.2^ 188/199^ 

Across extrusion 8.6 / 8.5 13.6 / 14.8 150/80 

Circular 10.1 14.2 97 

Quenched 6.8 / 8.4 14.1 / 14.0 71/73 

Hammered 10.84 16.10 43 / 43 

Quenched and 

Hammered 

6.5* / 10.4 9.7* / 17.8 25* / 74 

Cross layers 11.84 17.7 50 

 

^ where there are two figures the first is a faster strength test speed 

*a faulty sample but something to consider hammering relatively thin sheeting can 

damage it  

 

 



Plastic Bag 

Layers 

Yield Strength 

(MPa) 

Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation (%) 

8 10.1 14.2 97 

16 25.0 37.0 45 

48 56.5 76.0 45 

 

 Cross Layering improves strength as does hammering (compression 

hardening). 

 Hammering is strengthening the material but reducing the elongation. 

 Quenching is not strengthening but is reducing the elongation, making it 

stiffer. 

 Doubling the thickness is more than doubling the strength.  

 Ironing inline with extrusion or way the bags come through the rollers seems 

to increase the elongation (more ductile). 

 The slower strength test speed increased produced slightly higher 

strengths.Tthere could be some strain hardening happening as the plastic is 

being stretched.  

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 
 

  


